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Abstract
Nowadays, High-performance Computing (HPC) scientific applications often face performance challenges when running on heterogeneous supercomputers, so do scalability,
portability, and efficiency issues. For years, supercomputer architectures have been rapidly
changing and becoming more complex, and this challenge will become even more complicated as we enter the exascale era, where computers will exceed one quintillion calculations per second. Software adaption and optimization are needed to address these
challenges. Asynchronous many-task (AMT) systems show promise against the exascale
challenge as they combine advantages of multi-core architectures with light-weight threads,
asynchronous executions, smart scheduling, and portability across diverse architectures.
In this research, we optimize the performance of a highly scalable scientific application
using HPX, an AMT runtime system, and address its performance bottlenecks on supercomputers. We use DCA++ (Dynamical Cluster Approximation) as a research vehicle for
studying the performance bottlenecks in parallel and concurrent applications. DCA++
is a high-performance research software application that provides a modern C++ implementation to solve quantum many-body problems with a Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
kernel. QMC solver applications are widely used and are mission-critical across the US
Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) application landscape.
Throughout the research, we implement several optimization techniques. Firstly, we
add HPX threading backend support to DCA++ and achieve significant performance
speedup. Secondly, we solve a memory-bound challenge in DCA++ and develop ringbased communication algorithms using GPU RDMA technology that allow much larger
scientific simulation cases. Thirdly, we explore a methodology for using LLVM-based tools
to tune the DCA++ that targets the new ARM A64Fx processor. We profile all implementations in-depth and observe significant performance improvement throughout all the
implementations.

xi

Chapter 1. Introduction
Many High-performance Computing (HPC) scientific applications that run on supercomputers often face challenges including performance, scalability and portability. For years,
the complexity of supercomputer architectures have been rapidly increasing, and this challenge will become even more sophisticated as we enter the exascale era, where computers
will exceed one quintillion calculations per second. Asynchronous many-task (AMT) systems show promise against the exascale challenge as they combine advantages of multi-core
architectures with light-weight threads, asynchronous executions, and smart scheduling.
In this research, we optimize performance of a highly scalable scientific application using HPX, an AMT runtime system. We use DCA++ (Dynamical Cluster Approximation)
as a research vehicle for studying performance bottlenecks in parallel and concurrent applications. DCA++ [1–4] is a high-performance research software application that provides
a modern C++ implementation to solve quantum many-body problems with a Quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) kernel. QMC solver applications are widely used and are missioncritical across the US Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) application landscape.
HPX is a C++ Library for concurrency and parallelism [5]. It is a runtime system
written using modern C++ techniques that are linked as part of an application. HPX
exposes extended services and functionalities supporting the implementation of parallel,
concurrent, and distributed capabilities for applications in any domain; it has been used in
scientific computing, gaming, finances, data mining, and other fields.
1.1.

Dissertation Outline

This rest of the dissertation is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents the study of porting and evaluating the performance of HPXbacked quantum monte carlo (QMC) solver in various supercomputer architectures.
• Chapter 3 presents the design and implementation of ring-based GPU RDMA algorithms for solving memory-bound challenges of QMC solver.
• Chapter 4 presents the study of porting and evaluating performance of HPX-baced
1

QMC application in Arm A64fx using LLVM-based tools.
• Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation.

2

Chapter 2. Speed-up Scientific Application Using HPX Threading
Backend
2.1.

Introduction

As users move their applications toward accelerated node architectures of different
accelerator types and next-generation multi-core systems, they encounter significant challenges in their codes as there are few programming models available on all of these new
architectures that can interoperate well with C++ and vendor specific APIs and libraries.
Our goal is to examine how successfully we can use the HPX programming model to port
codes between architectures, and what lessons we can learn from this experience. HPX
also helps raise the level of abstraction in the application’s programming model in order
to understand common performance problems across architectures. This helps to identify common optimization opportunities to hide latency, overheads, serializations and wait
times while bringing performance improvements “off-the-shelf” to the application originally
written using parallelism in C++. In this chapter, we explain which performance issues
HPX can address and describe how we use it in the DCA++ application, its evaluation on
different platforms, and how we can tune it to target to multiple platforms. With rapidly
changing configurations of highly heterogeneous HPC systems, portability of code and performance of scientific applications is paramount for their software design and development
efforts and long sustainability of applications.
DCA++ (Dynamical Cluster Approximation) is a high-performance research software
framework, providing a modern C++ implementation to solve quantum many-body probThis chapter was previously published as — Weile Wei, Arghya Chatterjee, Kevin Huck, Oscar Hernandez,
and Hartmut Kaiser. “Performance analysis of a quantum Monte Carlo application on multiple hardware
architectures using the HPX runtime.” In 2020 IEEE/ACM 11th Workshop on Latest Advances in Scalable
Algorithms for Large-Scale Systems (ScalA), pp. 77-84. IEEE, 2020. [4]. ©[2020] IEEE. Reprinted,
with permission, from [Weile Wei, Arghya Chatterjee, Kevin Huck, Oscar Hernandez, Hartmut Kaiser.
Performance Analysis of a Quantum Monte Carlo Application on Multiple Hardware Architectures Using
the HPX Runtime. Workshop on Latest Advances in Scalable Algorithms for Large-Scale Systems (ScalA).
December, 2020.]
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lems [1–3]. The DCA++ code currently uses three different programming models (MPI,
CUDA, and C++ Standard threads), together with numerical libraries (BLAS, LAPACK
and MAGMA), to expose the parallelization in computations.
HPX is a C++ Standard Library for Concurrency and Parallelism [6–9]. It implements
all of the corresponding facilities as defined by the C++ Standard. Additionally, in HPX
we implement functionalities proposed as part of the ongoing C++ standardization process.
In this chapter, we outline HPX as a potential solution to efficiently porting DCA++
across different architectures.
2.2.

Background

Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) solver applications are common tools and mission critical
across the US Department of Energy’s (DOE) application landscape. For the purpose of
this manuscript the authors choose to use one of the leading QMC applications, developed
primarily at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in collaboration with ETH Zúrich, the Dynamical Cluster Approximation (DCA++) algorithm. In recent years DCA++ has been
ported and successfully optimized across various platforms (on both host side and accelerator based devices). A production scale scientific problem runs on the DOE’s fastest
supercomputer, Summit, at Oak Ridge Leadership Facility (OLCF) on all 4600 nodes
equipped with ∼28000 NVIDIA Volta V100 GPUs attaining a peak performance of 73.5
PFLOPS with a mixed precision implementation [10].
Although DCA++ has been higly optimized on existing hardware, this is the first effort
to focus on the runtime execution level of the application and observe how it performs on
each of the already supported systems and newer DOE supported architectures. In this
work, the authors enable HPX runtime support to further optimize thread context switching
and lower synchronization cost over the usage of C++ standard threads. We further verify
such claims using the APEX performance measurement tool.

4

2.2.1.

DCA++

Dynamical Cluster Approximation (DCA++) is a numerical simulation tool that is
used to predict behaviors of quantum materials, such as superconductivity, magnetism,
etc. It is an iterative convergence algorithm with two primary kernels: (a) Coarse-graining
of the single-particle Green’s function to reduce the complexity of the infinite size lattice
problem to that of an effective finite size cluster problem, and, (b) Quantum Monte Carlo
(QMC) based solver for the cluster problem.

Figure 2.1. Shows the computation structure of a threaded QMC kernel using the custommade thread pool in DCA++ running on a single MPI process (rank). We run multiple
walker threads concurrently, and after each walker finishes an MC update, an idle accumulator thread is pulled from the head of accumulator waiting queue to compute MC
measurement from the walker. After the accumulator finishes its measurement, it’s pushed
to the back of the queue.
Most of the application’s performance, workload (computation), memory usage and
bottlenecks come from the QMC solver kernel [10]. Fig. 2.1 shows the on-node (per MPI
process) computation structure of a threaded QMC simulation using the custom-made
thread pool in DCA++. We initialize several instances of independent Markov chains and
distribute across nodes (MPI ranks), each node is responsible for that Markov chain assigned 1 , computed by a walker object (producer) and an accumulator object (accumulator)
that measures single- and two-particle Green’s functions.
1

On systems with the ability to run multiple MPI ranks per node with one or more GPUs per rank, each
process is then only responsible for a portion of the chain assigned to that node

5

Each object runs on an independent thread and no communication happens between
these threads. We run multiple walker threads concurrently, and after each walker finishes a Monte Carlo (MC) update (sampling from the Markov chain), the accumulator is
pulled from the head of accumulator waiting queue to compute MC measurement from the
walker. When each accumulator finishes its measurement, it’s pushed into the back of the
queue. The queries to the queue are managed by the synchronization primitives (mutex and
conditional_variable).

In this chapter the analysis, optimization, and further performance gains will be discussed in reference only to the QMC solver portion of the DCA++ application.
2.2.2.

HPX

HPX is a C++ standard library for distributed and parallel programming built on top of
an asynchronous many-task runtime system (AMT). It has been described in detail in other
publications [5, 8, 11–14]. Such AMT runtimes provide a means for helping programming
models to fully exploit available parallelism on complex emerging HPC architectures. The
HPX runtime includes the following essential components:
• An ISO C++ standard conforming API that enables wait-free asynchronous parallel
programming, including Futures, Channels, and other primitives for asynchronous
execution. The exposed API ensures syntactic and semantic equivalence of local and
remote operations, which greatly simplifies writing complex applications [15, 16].
• A work-stealing lightweight task scheduler [7,17] that enables finer-grained parallelization and synchronization, exposes greatly reduced overheads related to threading, and
ensures automatic load balancing across all local compute resources (see 2.3).
• APEX [18], an in-situ profiling and adaptive tuning framework (see 2.2.3).
• In its distributed version (not utilized in the presented work), HPX also features an
Active Global Address Space (AGAS) [13,19] that supports load balancing via object
migration and enables runtime-adaptive data placement and distributed garbage collection and an active-message networking layer that enables running functions close
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to the objects they operate on [7, 20].
In the context of the presented work we use HPX because of its full conformance to the
recent C++ standards [21,22], its reduced thread and synchronization overhead properties,
and its sophisticated performance measurement and in-situ profiling capabilities provided
by APEX.
2.2.3.

HPX-APEX Integration

APEX [18] (Autonomic Performance Environment for eXascale) is a performance measurement library for distributed, asynchronous multitasking runtime systems such as HPX.
It provides support for both lightweight measurement and high concurrency. To support
performance measurement in systems that employ user-level threading, APEX uses a dependency chain in addition to the call stack to produce traces and task dependency graphs.
APEX supports both synchronous (so-called first person) and asynchronous (third person)
measurements. The synchronous module of APEX uses an event API and event listeners.
Whenever an HPX task is created, started, yielded or stopped, APEX will respectively
create, start/resume, yield, or stop timers for measurements. Dependencies between tasks
are also tracked. The asynchronous measurement involves periodic or on-demand interrogation of operating system, hardware or runtime states (e.g. CPU utilization, resident set
size, memory “high water mark”). HPX counters (e.g. idle rate, queue lengths) are also
captured on-demand on a periodic basis.
APEX has native support for performance profiling, in which all tasks scheduled by
the runtime are measured and a report is output to disk and/or the screen at the end of
execution. The profile data contains the number of times each task was executed and the
total time spent executing that type of task. In order to perform detailed performance analysis involving synchronization and/or task dependency analysis, full event traces including
event identification and start/stop times have to be captured. To that end, APEX is integrated with the Open Trace Format 2 [23] (OTF2) library – an open, robust format for
large scale parallel application event trace data. OTF2 is a robust reader/writer library and
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binary format specification that is typically used for high-performance computing (HPC)
trace data. In order to capture full task dependency chains in HPX applications, all tasks
are uniquely identified by their GUID (globally unique identifier) and the GUID of their
parent task. These GUIDs are captured as part of the OTF2 trace output. OTF2 data can
be visualized by the Vampir [24] trace analysis tool.
Before the DCA+HPX integration, the first person measurement in APEX was only
integrated with a handful of technologies, incuding the HPX runtime and OpenMP 5.0
runtimes that support the OMPT performance tools interface [25]. The third person
measurement in APEX was mostly limited to extracting data from HPX and the Linux
/proc virtual filesystem. Because most of the DCA++ computation is offloaded to GPUs

using the CUDA library, APEX was integrated with the CUDA Profiling Tools Interface (CUPTI) [26] and the NVIDIA Management Library (NVML) [27]. Synchronous
CUDA API callback timers and some counters (e.g. Bytes transferred, bandwidth, vector
lanes) from the CUDA runtime and/or device API are captured synchronously, whereas
the NVML counters (e.g. utilization, bandwidth, power) are periodically captured asynchronously. Using APEX GUIDs mapped from CUDA Correlation IDs, the GPU activity
such as memory transfers and kernel executions are captured and linked to the host-side
tasks that launched them. To provide concurrent use of the GPU hardware, memory transfers between the host and GPU and kernels are executed within logical subdivisions of the
device, identified by the device, context, and stream IDs. These IDs are associated with
the OTF2 virtual “threads” of execution within the trace data, as shown in Fig. 2.7.
2.3.

Threading Abstraction Implementation

In this section, we outline our implementation of the high-level threading abstraction layer
in DCA++, which supports standard C++ threading and HPX threading implementations2 . The design of HPX integration in DCA++ is presented in Fig. 2.2. Our implementation is non-intrusive to DCA++ code as it does not break the API of the custom2

https://github.com/STEllAR-GROUP/DCA/releases/tag/hpx_thread
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made thread pool and we have not modified original DCA++ workflow. It also allows the
application developer to switch between hpx::thread and std :: thread via compilation configuration. If user prefers HPX threading option, one needs to turn on DCA_WITH_HPX flag
and provide the path of HPX library to the application’s CMake configuration.

Figure 2.2. Custom-made thread pool in DCA++ now supports both std :: thread (default)
and hpx::thread (new feature). Threading options can be toggled at compilation.
To parallelize computation tasks, DCA version 1.1.03 implemented a multi-threading
strategy using POSIX threads which could cause large overheads when thousands of threads
continuously spawned and joined. DCA version 2.04 lowered the overhead with the custommade thread pool strategy [10] by maintaining constant number of C++ std :: thread objects
during the execution. However, the implementation of the custom-made thread pool strategy was designed to spread worker threads to simultaneous multithreading (SMT) or virtual
cores. Depending on the architecture of the processor, SMT might be a bottleneck if any
of the SMT threads are competing for the shared physical core [28].
We manage to preserve the same API of the ThreadPool implementation in both versions
primarily due to the fact that HPX is fully C++ standard conforming. All synchronization
primitives of the standard C++ library are still valid in the context of HPX. For the C++
std :: thread

version of the thread pool shown in Listing 2.1, we wrapped all C++ standard

synchronization primitives (i.e. condition_variable, lock_guard, future) into a thread_traits class.
3
4

https://github.com/CompFUSE/DCA/releases/tag/paper.2019.old_code
https://github.com/CompFUSE/DCA/releases/tag/paper.2019.new_code
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For the HPX-enabled DCA++ shown in Listing 2.2, we construct a similar thread_traits class
in a separate header file and replace all the C++ standard synchronization primitives with
equivalent HPX synchronization primitives.
Listing 2.1. std :: thread version of the thread pool.
1

namespace dca { namespace parallel {

2

struct thread_traits {

3

template <typename T>

4

using future_type = std::future<T>;

5

using mutex_type = std::mutex;

6

using condition_variable_type = std::condition_variable;

7

using scoped_lock = std::lock_guard<mutex_type>;

8

using unique_lock = std::unique_lock<mutex_type>;

9

};

10
11 class ThreadPool {...};
12

}}

Listing 2.2. hpx::thread version of the thread pool. Note that for the synchronization
primitives implemented in class thread_traits, this version differs from the std :: thread version
only by the used C++ namespace hpx.
1

namespace dca { namespace parallel {

2

struct thread_traits {

3

template <typename T>

4

using future_type = hpx::future<T>;

5

using mutex_type = hpx::mutex;

6

using condition_variable_type = hpx::condition_variable;

7

using scoped_lock = std::lock_guard<mutex_type>;

8

using unique_lock = std::unique_lock<mutex_type>;

9

};

10
11 class ThreadPool {...};

10

12

}}

For task-scheduling in the custom-made thread pool implemented in class ThreadPool,
the C++ std :: thread version of the thread pool [10] maintains an array of std :: thread objects and array of queues of work items represented by std :: packaged_task objects in a simple round-robin fashion; HPX threading version dispatches tasks asynchronously through
hpx::async

and manages tasks with its runtime scheduler that has various robust task

scheduling methods [29].
For thread affinity, the C++ std :: thread version of the thread pool manually sets thread
affinity and uses the (SMT) feature to achieve speedup [10]; the hpx::thread version on the
other hand handles these scheduling efforts automatically through its runtime system. HPX
by default recognizes existing SMT and sets only one hyper-thread per physical processing
unit. The runtime schedules user-level lightweight threads on top of operating system
threads, which avoids expensive context switches at kernel-level [17].
HPX-threads are implemented as user-level threads. These are cooperatively (nonpreemptively) scheduled in user mode by the HPX-thread manager on top of one OS thread
per hardware thread (processing unit). By default, the OS threads have their affinities defined such that they run on one processing unit only. The HPX-threads can be scheduled
without a kernel transition, which provides a performance boost. Additionally, the full use
of the OS’s time quantum per OS-thread is achieved even if an HPX-thread blocks for any
reason. In that case, other HPX-threads are scheduled to run immediately. The scheduler is
cooperative in the sense that it will not preempt a running HPX-thread until it finishes execution or cooperatively yields its execution. This is particularly important, since it avoids
context switches and cache thrashing due to randomization introduced by preemption. The
default thread scheduler is implemented as a ‘First Come First Served’ scheduler, where
each OS-thread works from its own queue of HPX-threads. Other scheduling policies, e.g.
supporting thread priorities, are available as well. If one of the cores runs out of work, it
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starts ‘stealing’ queued tasks from neighboring cores, thus enabling load-balancing across
all cores [7, 17].
2.4.
2.4.1.

Performance Analysis Results
Systems Overview

For our evaluation, we have used Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility’s (OLCF)
Summit supercomputer and the Wombat system; and, National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center’s (NERSC) Cori Supercomputer (for this work we used the new
CoriGPU partition). Each system was selected due to its host architecture diversity (shown
in Table. 2.1) for comparing the performance of DCA++ using the HPX runtime and visualizing the results collected using APEX and visualized by Vampir.
Summit. [30] is a 4600 node, 200 PFLOPS IBM AC922 system 5 . Each node consists
of 2 IBM POWER9 CPUs with 512 GB DDR4 RAM and 6 NVIDIA V100 GPUs with
total of 96 GB high bandwidth memory (divided into 2 sockets), all connected together
with NVIDIA’s high-speed NVLink.
Table 2.1. Systems Comparison
ConfigurationSummit

Wombat

CoriGPU

GPU

NVIDIA Volta (6 per
node)

NVIDIA Volta (2 per
node)

NVIDIA Volta (8 per
node)

CPU

IBM POWER9™ (2
Sockets / 21 Cores per
socket)

Cavium ThunderX2 (2
Sockets / 28 Cores per
socket)

Intel Xeon Gold 6148
(2 sockets / 20 cores
per socket)

CPU-GPU
interconnect

NVIDIA
NVLINK2
(50 GB/s)

PCIe Gen3 (16 GB/s)

PCIe Gen3 (16 GB/s)

Wombat. [32] is a 64-bit ARM cluster with 16 compute nodes, four of which have two
NVIDIA V100 GPUs attached. Each compute node has two 28-core Cavium ThunderX2
processors (Cavium is now Marvell), 256 GB RAM (16 DDR4 DIMM’s) and a 480 GB SSD
for node-local storage. Nodes are connected with EDR InfiniBand (∼100 Gbit/s).
5

Summit ranked the second place in the TOP500 list in June 2020 [31]
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CoriGPU. [33] is a development rack of 18 nodes recently added to the Cori system at
NERSC. Each node contains two 20-core Intel Xeon Gold 6148 CPUs with 384GB DDR4
memory and 8 NVIDIA V100 GPUs with 128 GB HBM2 memory (divided into 2 sockets).
All GPUs are connected to the CPUs and Infiniband network interface cards via PCIe 3.0.
2.4.2.

Correctness Verification Across Systems

To verify the correctness of our work across various HPC architectures, we follow the
standard DCA++ protocol6 to study superconductivity in the 2D single-band Hubbard
model in DCA++. The focus value is the superconducting transition temperature Tc , a
property of the materials. We choose 100k Monte Carlo measurements as it is representative
case to our science problems. The goal is to obtain the same Tc with acceptable statistical
noise across all HPC architectures for a specific scientific case as defined under the protocol.
Fig. 2.3a shows DCA++ with C++ std :: thread threading generates consistent results
across various platforms. It shows the temperature dependence of the leading eigenvalue
λd of the Bether-Salpeter equation. Tc is the temperature where λd (T=Tc ) = 1. All Tc
are about 0.076 within acceptable statistical range. Similarly, Fig. 2.3b shows DCA++
with hpx::thread also generates accurate results across multiple HPC architectures. We
use the DCA++ application with C++ std :: thread threading results obtained from runs
on Summit as a referencing result, and compare with all other runs of DCA++ using
hpx::thread

on various platforms. As one might note that we have obtained the same Tc

within an acceptable statistical deviation.
2.4.3.

Compare Runtime: std::thread v.s. hpx::thread

For this comparison analysis we compared a version of DCA++ with C++ std :: thread
and one with a hpx::thread implementation on a single Summit node with 6 MPI ranks, each
rank mapped to 7 physical cores and 1 Volta V100 GPU. More performance analysis (i.e.
performance analysis on other machines) will be uploaded to the public repository
6
7

https://github.com/CompFUSE/DCA/wiki/Tutorial:-Tc
https://github.com/STEllAR-GROUP/dca
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once

Summit C++ threads Tc = 0.0762±0.0018
Cori C++ threads Tc = 0.0765±0.0023
Wombat C++ threads Tc = 0.0759±0.0010

1.02
1.00

d

0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.90

0.07

0.08

T/t

0.09

0.10

(a) Here we validate our science case with C++ std :: thread implementation across three HPC platforms.

Summit C++ threads Tc = 0.0762±0.0018
Summit HPX threads Tc = 0.0757±0.0030
Cori HPX threads Tc = 0.0754±0.0012
Wombat HPX threads Tc = 0.0754±0.0021

1.02
1.00

d

0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.90

0.07

0.08

T/t

0.09

0.10

(b) Validation using the same case with hpx::thread implementation
across the same three systems. Additionally, we show the C++
std :: thread results on Summit as a reference.

Figure 2.3. DCA++ correctness verification across multiple architectures as outlined in
Table 2.1. For our scientific problem we obtain same superconducting transition temperature Tc results (where leading eigenvalue λd (T=Tc ) = 1) within acceptable statistical range.
For each platform, we compute DCA++ with 100k Monte Carlo measurements (representative case to our science problems) for 5 independent calculations. The random number
generator used in all experiments is std :: mt19937_64 from C++ library.
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Figure 2.4. Time-to-solution for 100k Monte Carlo measurements with error bars obtained
from 5 independent executions on Summit. Using the hpx::thread implementation we observe
up to 21% speedup over the C++ std :: thread version. Observed performance gain is due
to faster context switch and scheduler and less synchronization overhead in HPX runtime
system. Lower is better.
available.
Fig. 2.4 shows DCA++ with hpx::thread achieves 21% speedup over the one with C++
std :: thread

version. The same improvement is also observed in the distributed runs as well.

The speedup is mainly due to faster thread context switching and reduced scheduler and
synchronization overheads in the HPX runtime system (see Section 2.3). Fig. 2.5 verifies
the speedup and shows by the end of the execution, hpx::thread version has much less (∼ 2×
lower) voluntary context switches (639 times) relative to std :: thread version (1454 times)
and ∼ 4× lower non-voluntary context switches (18 times) relative to std :: thread version (70
times). For the non-voluntary context switches observed in hpx::thread version, we consider
these are most likely caused by the synchronization introduced by CUDA itself as CUDA
synchronization is still happening on pthread level.
Fig. 2.6 was generated using the NVIDIA Nsight Systems on Summit. The figure shows
two different threading affinity strategies adapted in C++ std :: thread (left) and hpx::thread
version (right) in DCA++. Each row in the figure represents average hardware thread
utilization. The height of the hardware thread utilization is represented by the height of
the black histogram.
For our test case we set the SMT to 4 for both executions. The C++ std :: thread version
uses 4 hardware threads per physical core; while, HPX-enabled DCA++ by default utilizes
only one hardware thread per physical core. Also, if we combine the adjacent 4 hyperthreads (SMT) for each physical core in C++ std :: thread version, the overall utilization is
not as high as in the hpx::thread version. Moreover, even if the DCA++ is modified to use
15

Figure 2.5. Comparison of non-voluntary and voluntary context switches using the APEX
performance measurement counters when executing DCA++ with C++ std :: thread and
hpx::thread versions on Summit. We observe that the hpx::thread implementation has much
less context switches than std :: thread in DCA++ and aides to the performance gains in
using HPX over std :: thread. Lower is better.
the same affinity settings (which requires explicit changes in the code base) as HPX, the
performance is not improved (i.e. the affinity settings do not cause the speedup of HPX).
The reason of the speedup is due to the fact that HPX thread management (and context
switching in particular) exposes less overheads and lower synchronization overheads. With
faster context switch from HPX threads, DCA++ is able to feeds more computing workload
into GPU faster. This directly increases the GPU utilization resulting in the observed
performance improvement.
We further verified that thread caching malloc (i.e. tcmalloc) is not the cause of
the speedup with hpx::thread version which uses tcmalloc. TCMalloc assigns each thread
a thread-local cache and reduces lock contention for multi-threaded programs [34]. We
performed LD_PRELOAD tcmalloc for DCA++ std :: thread version, and the execution time
remains the same as the one without tcmalloc. This finding strengthens our conclusion that
the 21% speedup seen for the hpx::thread version is due to the fact that user-level context
switching is more efficient and synchronization with HPX threads imposes less overhead
(see Fig. 2.4).
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Figure 2.6. NVIDIA Nsight System profiler showing CPU utilization; for C++ std :: thread
(left, shows only 28 active hyper-threads) and hpx::thread (right) versions for DCA++.
hpx::thread version sets one hyper-thread per physical core to achieve better hardware utlization while std :: thread spreads work over 4 hyper-threads per physical core.
2.4.4.

HPX-APEX Profiling Analysis

APEX was originally designed to be integrated with the HPX runtime, and enabling
APEX support is straightforward. When configuring HPX, flags are passed to CMake in
order to enable APEX support and provide the path to library dependencies such as OTF2,
CUPTI and NVML. After configuration, build and installation the HPX runtime will have
APEX performance measurement enabled. As mentioned in Section 2.2, all HPX tasks are
timed by APEX. In addition, tasks defined in the application can be annotated to provide
unique labels using the hpx::annotated_function facility in HPX. At runtime, different APEX
features (e.g. tracing, output summary format, different counter sets) are enabled/disabled
through the use of environment variables, a configuration file, or the APEX programming
interface.
For the experiments described below, APEX collected a full event trace to OTF2 and
monitored several HPX, operating system, CPU and GPU utilization counters. Counters
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(b) Top 10 time consuming functions. Both annotated functions (user
defined kernels) and CUDA API calls can be captured. Exclusive
time means the amount of time spent in just this function and no
subroutines are included.

Figure 2.7. HPX-APEX profiling results on Summit summarizing CPU and GPU activities.
that were particularly useful for these experiments include kernel-level context switches
(both voluntary and not), user and system level CPU utilization, GPU utilization and
memory consumption, HPX idle rates and queue lengths.
We traced DCA++ with APEX on Summit as shown in Fig. 2.7. We are able to annotate any functions with hpx::annotated_function function wrapper in the code to distinguish
their execution time in final profiling data. Here we annotate walker and accumulator
functions, as they are the most computation-intensive parts in DCA++ code. From Fig.
2.7b, one can clearly observe that the walker function takes majority of the time in a single
DCA++ run. The profiling measurement library can also gather HPX thread idle rate (as
seen in Fig. 2.8a) and queue length (as seen in Fig. 2.8b). The idle rate counter indicates
how utilized each of the HPX worker threads are during each sampled time period (lower
is better). In the context of HPX, it is not a problem having the shown queue lengths as
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Figure 2.8. HPX-APEX profiling on Summit showing HPX thread idle rate and queue
length.
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Figure 2.9. HPX-APEX profiling results on Summit summarizing device memory used
(unit: megabyte) over the time.
creating and managing HPX threads (tasks) is generally very cheap (less than 1 µs per
thread). The queue depth indicates how much work, in the form of queued tasks, is available for each of the worker threads. The counters are collected on a per-worker basis, and
the values shown here represent averages across all worker threads.
In [10] authors reported that while storing two-particle green function Gtp on the device
allows condensed matter physicists to explore larger and more complex (higher fidelity) science problems, but we are limited to the device memory size. The data of device memory
usage from HPX-APEX shown in Fig. 2.9 can help us track memory usage and provide
computational scientists guidance on how to address memory-bound challenge as defined
in [10]. We are planning to distribute Gtp across nodes and implement a token ring algorithm to transfer single-particle Green’s function G between nodes. The implementation
will take advantage of high-speed network between devices available on the machine (i.e.
NVIDIA NVLink on Summit) in order to transfer device data efficiently.
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2.5.

Conclusions

In this chapter we used the Dynamical Cluster Approximation (DCA++) one of the leading
Quantum Monte Carlo solvers as a research vehicle to test the feasibility of the HPX
runtime system and use the abstraction layer in the programming model to understand
the performance bottlenecks across multiple architectures (both host side and accelerator
based devices).
We observed significant performance benefit (∼21% speedup over standard threads)
by just using the HPX threading model due to the faster context switches and lower synchronization overheads guaranteed by the HPX runtime. In this work we also validated
our claims using the APEX performance measurement library and with the HPX-APEX
integration one can observe in-depth analysis of the threading behavior (eg. CPU / GPU
utilization counters, device memory allocation over time, kernel level context switches and
more).
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Chapter 3. Solve Memory-bound Issue by Ring-based
Communication Algorithms
3.1.

Introduction

DCA++ (Dynamical Cluster Approximation) is a high-performance research software
application [1–4] that provides a modern C++ implementation to solve quantum manybody problems. DCA++ implements a quantum cluster method with a Quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) kernel for modeling strongly correlated electron systems. The DCA++
software currently uses three different programming models—message passing interface
(MPI), Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA), and High Performance ParalleX
(HPX)/C++ threading—together with three numerical libraries—BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms), (LAPACK) Linear Algebra Package, and MAGMA (Matrix Algebra
on GPU)—to expose the parallel computation. In the QMC kernel [36], the two-particle
Green’s function (Gt ) is needed for computing important fundamental quantities, such as
the critical temperature (Tc ), for superconductivity. In other words, a larger Gt allows condensed matter scientists to explore larger and more complex (i.e., higher fidelity) physics
cases. DCA++ currently stores Gt in a single GPU device. However, this limits the largest
Gt that can be processed within one GPU. A new approach for partitioning the large Gt
across the multiple GPUs can significantly increase scientists’ capabilities to explore higher
fidelity simulations. This chapter focuses on how the memory-bound issue in DCA++ was
successfully addressed by proposing an effective “all-to-all” communication method—a ring
algorithm—to update the distributed Gt device array circularly.
This chapter was previously published as — Weile Wei, Eduardo D’Azevedo, Kevin Huck, Arghya Chatterjee, Oscar Hernandez, and Hartmut Kaiser. “Memory reduction using a ring abstraction over gpu rdma
for distributed quantum monte carlo solver.” In Proceedings of the Platform for Advanced Scientific Computing Conference, pp. 1-9. 2021. [35]. doi: 10.1145/3468267.3470618. Reprinted by permission of ACM.
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3.2.

Background

QMC solver applications are widely used and are mission-critical across the US Department
of Energy’s (DOE’s) application landscape. For the purpose of this chapter, the authors
chose to use one of the major QMC applications, the Dynamical Cluster Approximation
(DCA++) code. A production-scale scientific problem runs on DOE’s fastest supercomputer, Summit, at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility on all 4,600 nodes—with
each node containing six NVIDIA Volta V100 GPUs—attaining a peak performance of 73.5
PFLOPS with a mixed precision implementation [36].
Monte Carlo simulations are embarrassingly parallel, which the authors exploited on
distributed systems with a two-level (MPI + threading) parallelization scheme (Figure 3.1).
Although DCA++ has been highly optimized and is scalable on existing hardware, this
is the first effort to focus on solving the memory-bound issue described in Section 5 and
further taking advantage of GPU RDMA capability on Summit.
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Figure 3.1. Workflow of the QMC DCA++ solver.
Figure 3.1 shows the parallelism hierarchy in one iteration of the QMC solver (MPI
distribution + on-node threading parallelism). For example, each rank {R0, . . . , RN } is
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assigned a Markov Chain and the initial input (two particle Green’s function, Gt,i , where
t means “two-particle," and i is rank index). Each rank spawns multiple independent
worker threads (i.e., walkers and accumulators). Most work/computation is performed
on the GPU. Each walker thread generates a measurement result (Gσ,i array, where i is
thread ID) by performing nonuniform Fourier transform implemented by matrix-matrix
multiplication. Each walker passes its Gσ,i to its corresponding accumulator thread. In
other words, each thread has its own Gσ,i array, and each rank will have k different Gσ,i
arrays, where k is the number of walker threads per rank. Each accumulator thread then
updates Gt,i via the formula in Eq. (3.1) to compute and update rank-local Gt,i to G0t,i .
The updated partial G0t,i is then fed into the coarse-graining step for the next measurement.
At the end of all measurements, an MPI_Reduce operation will be performed on Gt across
all ranks to produce a final and complete Gt in the root rank. Gt is allocated before all
measurements start and has a life spanning until the end of the DCA++ program.
3.2.1.

Memory-bound issue in DCA++

The results from Balduzzi et al. [36] show that although storing a two-particle Green’s
function (Gt ) on the accelerator device allows condensed matter scientists to explore larger
and more complex (i.e., higher fidelity) physics cases, the problem size is limited to the
device memory size. Updating the device array Gt is the most time-consuming and memoryintensive process throughout DCA++ computation. A distributed Gt approach is needed
to reduce memory allocation and operation in the device.
In the original DCA++ algorithm, Gt , is updated by a multiplication between two
smaller matrices (single-particle Green’s function, or Gσ ). This computation update is in
the particle-particle channel and is accumulated according to Eq. (3.1).

Gt (K1 , K2 , K3 ) +=

X

Gσ (K3 − K2 , K3 − K1 ) G−σ (K2 , K1 ) ,

(3.1)

σ

where Ki is a combined index that represents a particular point in the momentum and
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frequency space, and σ = +1 or −1 specifies the electron spin value. Gσ is the singleparticle Green’s function that describes the configuration of single electrons.
The ability to handle a larger Gt allows the simulation of complex materials to significantly increase the details, accuracy, and fidelity. In the previous design that kept Gt
within one GPU, only a sub-slice of Gt could be computed in a single computation. For the
simple single-orbital coarse-grained Hubbard model, physics insights or prior knowledge
can be used to decide which sub-slices in Gt contain the important physics and thus avoid
the generation of full Gt . This simple model allows the generic behavior that comes from
electronic corrections in materials to be studied, but it cannot distinguish between different
specific materials. Material-specific modeling requires more complex models that include
more orbital—and other—degrees of freedom, and this requires a much larger Gt . This new
distributed ring implementation enables the full large Gt array to be computed in a single
computation, even for the more complex multi-orbital models, to ensure that no important
physics are overlooked.
3.3.
3.3.1.

Ring-based Communication Algorithms Implementation
GPU RDMA Technology

GPU RDMA allows direct peer access to multi-GPU memory through a high-speed
network. For NVIDIA GPUs, GPUDirect is a technology that allows for the direct transfer
of data in GPU device memory to other GPUs on the same node by using the NVLINK2
interconnect and/or between GPUs on different nodes by using RDMA support that can
bypass buffers on host memory.
A CUDA-aware MPI1 implementation can directly pass the GPU buffer pointer to MPI
calls. Acceleration support, such as GPUDirect, can be used by the MPI library and allows
buffers being sent from the kernel memory to a network without staging through host
memory. Various acceleration supports are commercially available, and there are opensourced CUDA-aware MPI implementations, such as OpenMPI, MVAPICH2, and IBM
1

https://developer.nvidia.com/blog/introduction-cuda-aware-mpi/
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Spectrum MPI.
3.3.2.

Distributed Gt in QMC solver

Before introducing the communication phase of the ring abstraction layer, it is important to understand how we distribute the large device array Gt (two-particle Green’s
function) across MPI ranks. We compare original Gt and distributed Gdt versions (see
Figure 3.2).
In the original Gt implementation, the measurements (computed by matrix-matrix
multiplication) are distributed statically and independently over the MPI ranks to avoid
inter-node communications. Each MPI rank keeps its partial copy of Gt,i to accumulate
measurements within a rank, where i is the rank index. After all the measurements are
finished, a reduction step is taken to accumulate Gt,i across all MPI ranks into a final and
complete Gt in the root MPI rank. The size of Gt,i in each rank is the same size of final
and complete Gt .
With the distributed Gdt implementation, we evenly partition this large device array Gt
across all MPI ranks and each portion of it is local to each MPI rank. Each rank instead of
keeping its partial copy of Gt , now keeps an instance of Gdt,i to accumulate measurements
of a portion or subslice of the final and complete Gt , where the notation d in Gdt refers
to the distributed version and i means the i-th rank. Note that the size of Gdt,i in each
rank is reduced to 1/p of size of final and complete Gt comparing the same configuration
in original Gt implementation, where p is the number of MPI ranks used. For example, in
Figure 3.2b, there are 4 ranks, and rank i now only keeps Gdt,i , which is 1/4 the size of the
original Gt array size.
For the distributed Gdt implementation, to compute the final and complete Gdt,i , each
rank needs to see every Gσ,i from all ranks. In other words, each rank needs to broadcast
the locally generated Gσ,i to the rest of the other ranks at every measurement step. To
efficiently perform this “all-to-all” broadcast, we therefore build a ring abstraction layer
(Section. 3.3.3), which circulates all Gσ,i across all ranks.
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3.3.3.

Pipeline Ring Algorithm

We implement a pipeline ring algorithm that broadcasts (Gσ ) array in a circular fashion
during every measurement. The algorithm (Algorithm. 1) is also visualized in Figure 3.3.
Algorithm 1: Pipeline Ring Algorithm
1 generateGSigma(gSigmaBuf);
2 updateG4(gSigmaBuf);
3 i ← 0;
4 myRank ← worldRank;
5 ringSize ← mpiW orldSize;
6 lef tRank ← (myRank − 1 + ringSize) % ringSize;
7 rightRank ← (myRank + 1 + ringSize) % ringSize;
8 sendBuf.swap(gSigmaBuf);
9 while i < ringSize do
10
MPI_Irecv(recvBuf, source=leftRank, tag = recvTag, recvRequest);
11
MPI_Isend(sendBuf, source=rightRank, tag = sendTag, sendRequest);
12
MPI_Wait(recvRequest);
13
updateG4(recvBuf);
14
MPI_Wait(sendRequest);
15
sendBuf.swap(recvBuf);
16
i++;
17 end
At the start of every new measurement, a single-particle Green’s function Gσ (Line 1)
is generated and then is used to update Gdt,i (Line 2) using formula in Equation (3.1).
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Between Lines 3 to 8, the algorithm initializes the indices of left and right neighbors, and
prepares the sending message buffer from previously generated Gσ buffer. The processes are
organized as a ring so the first rank and last rank are considered as neighbors to each other.
A swap operation is used to avoid unnecessary memory copies for sendBuf preparation.
Note that walker-accumulator thread allocates an additional recvBuf buffer of the same
size as gSigmaBuf to hold incoming gSigmaBuf buffer from leftRank.
The while loop is the core part of the pipeline ring algorithm. For every iteration, each
thread in a rank is receiving a Gσ buffer from left neighbor rank, and sending a Gσ buffer
to right neighbor rank. A synchronization step (Line 12) is followed after to ensure each
rank receives a new buffer to update the local Gdt,i (Line 13). Another synchronization step
is followed to ensure the send all send requests are finalized (Line 14). Lastly, another swap
operation is used to exchange content pointers between sendBuf and recvBuf to avoid
unnecessary memory copy and prepare for next iteration of communication. Note that
in the multi-threaded version (Section. 3.3.5), thread of index i only communicates with
threads of index i in neighbor ranks and each thread allocates two buffers (sendBuff and
recvBuff ).
The while loop will be terminated after (ringSize − 1) steps. By that time, each locally
generated Gσ,i has traveled across all MPI ranks and updated Gdt,i in all ranks. Eventually,
each Gσ,i has reached to the left neighbor of its "birth rank ". For example, Gσ,0 generated
from rank 0 will end in last rank in the ring communicator.
Additionally, if the Gt is too large to be stored in one node, it is optional to accumulate
all Gdt,i at the end of all measurements. Instead, a parallel write into file system could be
taken.
3.3.4.

Subring Optimization

A subring optimization strategy is further proposed to reduce message communication
times if the large device array Gt can fit in fewer devices. We visualize the subring algorithm
in Figure 3.4.
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For the ring algorithm (Section. 3.3.3), the size of the ring communicator (mpiWorldSize) is set to the same size of the global MPI_COMM_WORLD, and thus the size of Gt is equally
distributed across all MPI ranks.
However, to complete the update Gdt,i in one measurement, one Gσ,i has to travel
mpiWorldSize ranks. In total, there are mpiWorldSize numbers of Gσ,i being sent and
received concurrently in one measurement in the global MPI_COMM_WORLD communicator.
This will cause high communication overhead, if the size of Gdt,i is relatively small per rank.
If Gt can be distributed and fitted in fewer devices, then the shorter the travel distance
is required for Gσ,i , thus reducing the communication overhead. We then perform one
reduction step at the end of all measurements to accumulate Gdt,si , where si means i-th
rank on the s-th subring.
At the beginning of MPI initialization, we partition the global MPI_COMM_WORLD into several new subring communicators using MPI_Comm_split. We pass the new communicator information to DCA++ concurrency class by substituting the original global MPI_COMM_WORLD
with this new communicator. Now, only a few minor modifications are needed to transform the Ring Algorithm (Algorithm. 1) to subring Algorithm 2. In Line 4, we initialize
myRank to subRingRank instead of worldRank, where subRingRank is the rank index in
the local subring communicator. In Line 5, we initialize ringSize to subRingSize instead
of mpiWorldSize, where subRingSize is the size of new communicator. Note, the general
ring algorithm is a special case for subring algorithm because subRingSize of general ring
algorithm is equal to mpiWorldSize and there is only one subring group throughout the all
MPI ranks.
Algorithm 2: Modified ring algorithm to support subring communication
myRank ← subRingRank ;
ringSize ← subRingSize;
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Figure 3.4. Workflow of subring algorithm per iteration. Every consecutive S ranks form
a subring communicator, and no communication happen between subring communicators
until all measurements are finished. Here S is the number of ranks in a subring.
3.3.5.

Multi-threaded Ring Communication.

To take advantage of multi-threaded QMC model already in DCA++, we further implement multi-threaded ring communication support in the ring algorithm. Figure 3.1 shows
that in original DCA++ method, each walker-accumulator thread in a rank is independent to each other, and all the threads in a rank will synchronize only after all rank-local
measurements are finished. Moreover, during every measurement, each walker-accumulator
thread will generate its own thread-private Gσ,i to update Gt .
The multi-threaded ring algorithm now allows concurrent message exchange, such that
threads of same rank-local thread index exchange their thread-private Gσ,i . Conceptually,
there are k parallel and independent rings, where k is number of threads per rank, because
threads of the same local thread id form a closed ring. For example, thread of index 0 in
rank 0 will send its Gσ to the thread of index 0 in rank 1, and receive another Gσ from
thread index of 0 from last rank in the ring algorithm.
The only changes in the ring algorithm are offsetting the tag values (recvTag and
sendTag) by the thread index value. For example, Lines 10 and 11 from Algorithm. 1 are

modified to Algorithm. 3
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Algorithm 3: Modified ring algorithm to support multi-threaded ring
MPI_Irecv(recvBuf, source=leftRank, tag = recvTag + threadId, recvRequest);
MPI_Isend(sendBuf, source=rightRank, tag = sendTag + threadId,
sendRequest);
Note, in order to efficiently send and receive Gσ , each thread will allocate one additional recvBuff to hold incoming gSigmaBuf buffer from leftRank and perform send/receive
efficiently. In original DCA++ method, there are k numbers of buffers of Gσ size per rank,
and now in the multi-threaded ring method, there are 2k numbers of buffers of Gσ size per
rank, where k is number of threads per rank.
3.4.

Results

In this section, we evaluate our work from various perspectives, including correctness,
memory analysis, scaling, function activities, etc. with the help of APEX profiling tool.
We run all experiments on Summit supercomputer.
3.4.1.

Summit Node Configuration

Summit is a 4600 node, 200 PFLOPS IBM AC922 system. Each node consists of 2
IBM POWER9 CPUs with 512 GB DDR4 RAM and 6 NVIDIA V100 GPUs with total of
96 GB high bandwidth memory. Each Summit node (Figure 3.5) is divided into 2 sockets,
where each socket has one IBM POWER9 CPU and 3 NVIDIA V100 GPUs all connected
through NVIDIA’s high-speed NVLINK2 (each NVLINK2 capable of a 25GB/s transfer
rate in each direction). Two IBM POWER9 CPUs within a Summit node are connected
through PCIe bus (64 GB/s bidirectional). Summit nodes are connected through Network
Interface Connector (NIC) (12.5 GB/s in each direction).
3.4.2.

APEX

APEX [37] (Autonomic Performance Environment for Exascale) is a performance measurement library for distributed, asynchronous multitasking systems. It provides lightweight
measurements without perturbing high concurrency through both synchronous and asynchronous interfaces. To support performance measurement in systems that employ OS or
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Figure 3.5. Architectural layout of a single node on the Summit supercomputer.
user-level threading, APEX uses a dependency chain in addition to the call stack to produce traces and task dependency graphs. The synchronous APEX instrumentation API
can be used to add instrumentation to a given runtime and includes support for both timers
and counters. To support C++ threads on Linux systems, the underlying POSIX threads
are automatically instrumented using a preloaded shared object library that intercepts and
wraps pthread calls in the application. CUDA host callback and device activity measurements are provided through the NVIDIA CUPTI interface [38]. In addition, the hardware
and operating system are monitored through an asynchronous measurement that involves
periodic or on-demand interrogation of operating system, hardware or runtime states (e.g.
CPU utilization, resident set size, memory “high water mark”). Periodic CUDA device
monitoring is provided to APEX by the NVIDIA NVML interface [39]. For this work,
APEX was extended to capture additional timers and counters related to CUDA device to
device (DtoD) memory transfers, and support for key MPI calls was provided by a minimal
implementation of the MPI Profiling Interface [40].
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3.4.3.

Accuracy Analysis

To verify that our implementation generates correct results, we run the same input configuration for original and ring algorithm methods respectively, and compare the difference
between the original Gt and accumulated Gdt arrays. We use a normalized L1 loss function
(Least Absolute Deviations, Equation (3.2)) and normalized L2 loss function (Least Square
Errors, Equation (3.3)) to compute the normalized error between original Gt and accumulated Gdt arrays, where we use the “entrywise" norm2 . Our baseline is that the L1_error
and L2_error between two arrays should be both smaller than 5e-7 following DCA++
testing protocol, where
L1_error =

kvec(Gt − Gdt )k1
,
kvec(Gt )k1

(3.2)

L2_error =

kvec(Gt − Gdt )k2
.
kvec(Gt )k2

(3.3)

For input configuration, we choose 100k Monte Carlo measurements as it is a representative case to our scientific production run. We configure the cluster size to 6*6 and
four-point-fermionic-frequencies to 64, which leads to 212336640 entries in Gt . Since each
Gt entry is a double-precision complex number, so the Gt memory size is about 3.4 GBytes.
This configuration can produce large Gt but still will not hit memory-bound issue on Summit GPU (each GPU has 16 GB) for the regular Gt version. We run such configuration
on one Summit node (6 ranks per node and 7 walker-accumulator threads per rank) for 5
times. For the distributed Gdt version, we set ring size to 6 so there is only one subring
during the run. Our results show our implementation generate correct results (Table. ??)
as L1_error and L2_error on accumulated Gdt is in acceptable range.
3.4.4.

Memory Analysis

Our memory analysis results show that device memory required for Gdt decreases linearly to size of subring or the number of MPI ranks in the sub communicator, which fits
2

Entrywise norm as defined in https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matrix_norm
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Table 3.1. Difference between original Gt and accumulate Gdt over 5 runs
Error
L1
L2
4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25
3.00
2.75
2.50
2.25
2.00
1.75
1.50
1.25
1.00
0.75
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0.00

0s
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
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(b) distributed Gdt implementation with subring size of 3

(a) original Gt method

Figure 3.6. cudaMalloc requested size (GBytes) over time visualized by Vampir.
our ring algorithm. We use APEX profiling tool to collect memory allocation information
over the time. The performance results reflect correctly to our ring algorithm method, as
we evenly distribute the Gt across MPI ranks (each rank uses 1 GPU) with in a subring
communicator.
For example, we compare the requested size in cudaMalloc API between original Gt
(Figure 3.6a) and distributed Gdt (subring size of 3, Figure 3.6b) methods. It shows that
distributed Gdt method produced 3× less memory allocation than the original Gt device
array. Around 7s in both cases, the distributed Gdt method allocated 1.13 GBytes for Gdt,i
while original Gt method allocated 3.40 GBytes for Gt,i .
3.4.5.

Scaling Results

In the pipeline subring algorithm, each rank sends S − 1 and receives S − 1 messages,
where S is the size of subring. Thus the total number of messages scales quadratically as
O(S 2 ) but the number of messages crossing each communication link increases linearly as
O(S). Figure 3.7 shows the elapsed computation time for 1400 measurements (per rank)
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of the subring algorithm running with 6 ranks per Summit node and where each message
is about 170 MBytes. The data are well approximated by a linear least-square line that
indicates the elapsed computation time increases linearly with the size of the subring.
This suggests the subring algorithm is not constrained by the total volume of messages
but restricted by the slowest communication link. The effective bandwidth of the subring
algorithm can be estimated as
effective bandwidth ≈ (170 ∗ 106 ∗ S ∗ 1400)/(elapsed time)
and this is about 6 GBytes/sec using the data for S = 60 on 10 nodes in Figure 3.7.
This effective bandwidth is about 50% of the theoretical peak bandwidth (12.5 GBytes/sec
per socket) for the Network Interface Connector (NIC) on the Summit node. Further
performance improvement may be feasible by using a bidirectional subring algorithm to
take advantage of the bi-directional capability of the NIC.
3.5.
3.5.1.

Discussions
Concurrency Overlapping

We observe that our multi-threaded ring implementation provides sufficient concurrency that overlaps communication and computation. We use APEX profiling tool to
collect data on process activities over time, and visualize the data in Vampir.
We run DCA++ with multi-threaded ring support, and obtain the timeline activities
in rank 0 at 49 seconds (Figure 3.8). We observe that there is some concurrency overlap in
the multi-threaded ring algorithm such that while some threads are blocked in MPI_Wait,
other threads of the same rank are performing useful computation tasks. For example,
those short blocks that are not labeled as MPI_Wait are mostly related to kernel activities.
We also observe that current ring algorithm is a lock-step algorithm where next computation (update Gt ) cannot start until the previous communication step (Gσ message
exchange) is finished. To expose more currency, we can take advantage of HPX [9], which
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Figure 3.7. Time for 1400 iterations (per rank) of the subring algorithm using 6 ranks per
node on Summit and each message size is 170 MBytes.
is a task-based programming model, to potentially overlap the communication and computation. For example, we can wrap DCA++ kernel function into a HPX future, which
represents an ongoing computation and asynchronous task, then we can attach or chain the
communication tasks to the "futurized" kernel task. In [4], authors reported that DCA++
with HPX user-level [41] threading support achieves 20% speedup over the original C++
threading (kernel-level) due to faster context switching in HPX threading.
3.5.2.

Trade-off Between Concurrency and Memory

We also observe that as walker-accumulator threads increase in the multi-threaded ring
algorithm, GPU memory usage is also increased due to more device memory is needed for
storing extra thread-private Gσ,i buffers. This might cause a new memory-bound challenge
if we use too many concurrent threads. A possible solution is to reduce concurrent threads
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Figure 3.8. Vampir timeline graph shows the processes activities over the time in rank 0
(DCA++ with multi-threaded ring algorithm).
in order to achieve more usable device memory.
We run the same configuration for original Gt and distributed Gdt versions with 7
threads and then with 1 thread, respectively (see Figure 3.9).
For the comparison on 7 threads (Figure 3.9a and 3.9b), the first spike in memory
usage increase is due to Gt allocation and second significant wave is because each thread
is allocating Gσ,i . Although the Gd allocation is 3 times less in distributed Gdt (1.3 GB)
version than original Gt version (3.4 GB), the maximum device usage is about 1.6 GB larger
in distributed Gdt (11.2 GB) version than original Gt version (9.6 GB). We believe that the
extra device memory usage (1.6 GB) is largely contributed by additional message buffer
needed per thread for holding send/receive Gσ,i . When we run 7 threads for distributed
Gdt method, each thread essentially has 2 Gσ buffers (each sized at 170 MBytes), one for
sendBuf and another one for recvBuf (see Section. 3.3.3), then we have total device memory
about 14*170 MBytes = 2.4 GB for maintaining all Gσ ’s per rank. On the other hand,
for original Gt version with 7 threads run, we only allocate about 7*170(MBytes) = 1.2
GBytes.
However, if we use only 1 thread (see Figure 3.10a and 3.10b), the maximum device
usage in distributed Gdt version (3.3 GB) is 1.9 GB less than the one in original Gt version
(5.2 GB). We can gain much more usable device memory if we reduce concurrent walkeraccumulator threads. For example, the saved device memory from reduced threads can
be used to fit larger Gt . Further, we run a comparison experiment on one Summit node
(6 ranks per node) using the same input configuration (subring size is 3, measurements is
4200 in total) except threading numbers per rank. We observe that the distributed Gdt with
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Figure 3.9. Device memory used (GBytes over time) when using 7 walker-accumulator
thread. Visualized by Vampir.
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Figure 3.10. Device memory used (GBytes over time) when using 1 walker-accumulator
thread. Visualized by Vampir.
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7 threads (87 seconds) has 1.3× speedup than the one with 1 thread (116 seconds). This
result suggests that if there is insufficient device memory, the code might use fewer threads
with some loss (less than 30%) of runtime performance. We are considering to quantify
and model such trade-off in our future research development.
To solve the NIC bottleneck issue and the new memory bound challenge caused by
multi-threaded communication (storing additional Gσ ), we are considering another plan
to move Gσ to the CPU host where the CPU host has more memory. Each Summit node
contains 512 GB of DDR4 memory for use by the IBM POWER9 processors while there are
only 6 * 16 GBytes = 96 GBytes of device memory. On Summit, the NICs are connected
to the CPU, not directly connected to GPU. The NVLINK2 connection between CPU
and GPU has peak of 50 GBytes/s so it is faster compared to the peak bandwidth (12.5
GBytes/s) of the NIC and may not be the bottleneck. One possible future extension may
be to consider keeping Gt on the CPU side instead of in GPU device memory so that we
can use a smaller subring or keep the subring on the same single node.
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Chapter 4. Optimize SIMD Code Using LLVM-based Analysis on
Arm Supercomputer
4.1.

Introduction

Program analysis tools are important in helping users understand, improve, and port
their applications to new platforms. This is crucial for applications that need tuning and
significant code restructuring to exploit new types of hardware devices, such as single instruction/multiple data (SIMD) units and accelerators. Compiler-based tools are crucially
important for identifying opportunities to improve application codes as the compiler generates code for different architectures. In particular, the LLVM compiler is an open-source
compiler that provides a set of tools for the static analysis and feedback of application code.
Static program analysis information can be combined with dynamic information (profilebased) to filter the large amount of information produced by the compiler so that users can
focus on the most frequently executed regions of their code.
This chapter presents a methodology for using LLVM-based tools to tune an application
to generate efficient SIMD instructions that target the new ARM A64FX processor, as well
as describes what is required to achieve good performance.
4.2.

Case Study: Porting DCA++ to Wombat

This section describes the authors’ experiences in porting the DCA++ (dynamical cluster
approximation) application to the Wombat1 cluster, an ARM-based heterogeneous cluster
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. This section presents a methodology for using LLVMbased tools to tune the DCA++ application targeting the ARM A64FX and ThunderX2
processors. The goal is to describe what changes are required for the new architecture and
generate efficient SIMD instructions that target the new Scalable Vector Extension (SVE)
This chapter was previously published as — Huber, Joseph, Weile Wei, Giorgis Georgakoudis, Johannes
Doerfert, and Oscar Hernandez. “A Case Study of LLVM-Based Analysis for Optimizing SIMD Code
Generation.” In International Workshop on OpenMP, pp. 142-155. Springer, Cham, 2021. [42]. Reprinted
by permission of Springer Nature.
1
Wombat: www.olcf.ornl.gov/olcf-resources/compute-systems/wombat/
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instruction set available in the A64FX processors based on LLVM-based tools information.
4.2.1.

Evaluation Environment

The case study used the Wombat test bed with 24 compute nodes. Sixteen compute
nodes are based on the Fujitsu A64FX processor with SVE and a theoretical peak performance of 3.3792 TFlops. Each A64FX node has one processor socket with 32 GB of
second-generation High-Bandwidth Memory (HBM2). The A64FX-equipped nodes do not
have additional Double Data Rate (DDR) memory. Eight compute nodes have two ThunderX2 processors with NEON vector instructions and a theoretical peak performance of
560 GFlops. The ThunderX2 nodes have 256 GB of DDR4 RAM and a 480 GB solid-state
drive for node-local storage. All nodes are connected with Enhanced Data Rate InfiniBand
(100 Gbit/s). The compilers on the system are the ARM 20.3 compilers and the Clang upstream compiler, which is based on Clang 12. The scientific libraries available on Wombat
are the ARM Performance Libraries (APL) version 20.3.
4.2.2.

DCA++

Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) solver applications are popular tools essential to the US
Department of Energy-supported scientific software. This chapter studies one cutting-edge
QMC application called the DCA++ algorithm. DCA++ [43] implements quantum cluster
algorithms to solve quantum many-body problems in condensed matter physics. DCA++
is a highly scalable and performant scientific software written in modern C++ and has
been ported to various high-performance computing architectures, including IBM Power9,
x86_64, ThunderX2, and ARM A64FX [4]. The DCA++ software currently integrates
three different programming models—message passing interface (MPI), Compute Unified
Device Architecture (CUDA), and High Performance ParalleX (HPX)/C++ threading—
together with numerical libraries (e.g., Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms [BLAS], Linear
Algebra Package [LAPACK], and MAGMA) to expose the parallel computation structure.
Wei et al. [4] reported that DCA++ with the HPX run time system [9] has produced a
20% run time speedup over the one with C++ standard threading support. The speedup is
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primarily due to the faster thread context switching and reduced scheduler synchronization
overheads in the HPX run time. Moreover, Autonomic Performance Environment for Exascale (APEX) [37] is an in situ profiling and adaptive tuning framework to the HPX run time
system that can capture operating system and hardware system performance data through
various interfaces, such as Performance Application Programming Interface (PAPI) [44].
Because APEX is highly integrated into the HPX run time, for HPX-supported applications, users can easily capture PAPI counter information (e.g., level 2 data cache misses,
vector/SIMD instructions, floating point instructions) through HPX function annotation.
The overhead introduced by APEX profiling is as low as ∼1% [45] compared with the
overall application run time.
In DCA++, the QMC solver is the most computation-intensive unit that models
strongly correlated electron systems [4]. Computation on the QMC solver is parallelized
by using a multithreading scheme that comprises walker (i.e., producer) and accumulator
(i.e., consumer) tasks. Each task runs on an independent thread. There are multiple
walkers running concurrently. Each walker is responsible for a Monte Carlo (MC) update

(sampling from the Markov chain), and then an accumulator is popped from the head of
the accumulator waiting queue to compute an MC measurement from the walker. When
each accumulator finishes its accumulation measurement, it is pushed back to the end of
the queue. The walker-accumulator synchronization is managed by the synchronization
primitives mutex and conditional_variable.
4.2.3.

Baseline Performance

The following experiments compare DCA++’s performance on Wombat by using its
A64FX and ThunderX2 nodes. The performance is measured using 48 accumulators and
48 walkers and using 100,000 measurements, which is a representative scientific simulation
case in production. On A64FX, DCA++ is built with two different configuration settings:
SVE vectorization and SVE-disabled. The SVE vectorization version of DCA++ means
that DCA++ is built with SVE compiler flags enabled and vectorized loops, and it uses
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vectorization
A64fx
ThunderX2

no
yes
no
yes

walltime (seconds) ±
standard deviation
488.42±3.09
246.98±0.48
1336.61±178.09
805.53±24.06

speedup

Gflop/s

1.98
1.66

17
78
14
27

Figure 4.1. DCA++ execution time.
the APL optimized for SVE (i.e., LAPACK, BLAS, Fastest Fourier Transform in the West
[FFTW]). The SVE compiler flags are set to “-DNDEBUG -fsimdmath -fopenmp -O3 mcpu=a64fx” The SVE-disabled version means that DCA++ is built with original DCA++
code and open-source scientific libraries, including Netlib-LAPACK and FFTW. Similarly,
on ThunderX2, DCA++ is built with two different configurations: with NEON and NEON
disabled.
Figure 4.1 shows DCA++ execution time on A64FX and ThunderX2 architectures.
On A64FX, the SVE vectorization version of DCA++ performs ∼2× faster than the
SVE-disabled version. On ThunderX2, the NEON version of DCA++ is observed to be
∼1.66× faster than the NEON-disabled version. Noticeably, the SVE vectorization version
of DCA++ on A64FX has ∼3.3× speedup over the NEON version on ThunderX2. Meanwhile, the NEON version on ThunderX2 is measured to have ∼27 GFlops, and the SVE
vectorization version of DCA++ on A64FX reached ∼78 GFlops (∼2.8×).
Thes results show the performance gains of DCA++ due to the peak performance
improvements of the A64FX processor (e.g., 500 GFlops for ThunderX2 vs. 2.5 TFlops for
A64FX).
Figure 4.2 shows the breakdown of DCA++ execution time into four categories: application, scientific libraries, HPX run time, and other activities. Each category only considers
functions that have more than 1% overhead shown in the final profiling report generated
from perf, a Linux built-in performance profiling tool. The application category includes
custom modules developed in the DCA++ source code. The HPX run time category represents necessary scheduling and coordination efforts in HPX threads manager. The scientific
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libraries category captures routines from external numerical libraries, such as BLAS, LAPACK, FFTW, and math routines. The other activities category summarizes all other
functions that have less than 1% overhead in the final profiling report.

Figure 4.2. DCA++ timing breakdown.
Several observations were made from the timing breakdown shown in Fig. 4.2.
1. With SVE vectorization or NEON optimization, the dominant percentage of the
overall execution time is shifted from the external scientific libraries to the application source code. For example, on A64FX, the percentage of application time in
the SVE-disabled vectorization version of DCA++ is 26%, whereas the percentage
of application time in the SVE version is 57%. A similar percentage shift is also
observed on ThunderX2 comparisons. In other words, with APL (SVE vectorization
on A64FX or NEON optimization on ThunderX2), less time is spent on scientific
libraries because APL are particularly optimized on targeting platforms.
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Accumulator
% total L2_DCM VEC_INS TOT_CYC
no SVE
30.86 9.29E+09
6.05E+11
1.29E+13
standard deviation
0.30 4.27E+07
0.00E+00
2.24E+10
SVE vectorization
51.11 9.88E+09
6.53E+10
1.09E+13
standard deviation
0.17 3.59E+07
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
Walker
% total L2_DCM VEC_INS TOT_CYC
no SVE
62.15 6.15E+10
3.99E+12
2.61E+13
standard deviation
0.61 2.03E+08
0.00E+00
4.70E+10
SVE vectorization
40.14 6.27E+10
5.05E+10
8.56E+12
standard deviation
0.14 1.11E+08
0.00E+00
8.87E+09
Total (Acc. + Walker) % total L2_DCM VEC_INS TOT_CYC
no SVE
93.00 7.08E+10
4.60E+12
3.90E+13
standard deviation
0.90 2.46E+08
0.00E+00
6.94E+10
SVE vectorization
91.25 7.26E+10
1.16E+11
1.95E+13
standard deviation
0.31 1.46E+08
0.00E+00
8.87E+09

FP_INS
2.73E+12
0.00E+00
2.62E+12
0.00E+00
FP_INS
8.37E+11
0.00E+00
3.45E+11
0.00E+00
FP_INS
3.57E+12
0.00E+00
2.97E+12
0.00E+00

Figure 4.3. PAPI counter for DCA++ runs on A64FX.
2. The HPX run time library imposes minimal overhead to the overall program execution. The overhead is primarily due to a lack of sufficient parallelism from the
application so that some HPX worker threads in the kernel level are spinning and
waiting for user-level tasks.
Further investigation using hardware performance counters is shown in Fig. 4.3. Here,
hpx::annotated_function() is used to wrap accumulator and walker tasks so that their

activities (i.e., timing information and PAPI counters) can be distinguished in the final
profiling report generated from the HPX-APEX profiling tool. Figure 4.3 shows that the
total execution time of accumulator and walker takes the majority of the overall program
execution time (∼93.00% in the SVE-disabled version and ∼91.25% in SVE vectorization
version). Several observations were made from Fig. 4.3.
1. The SVE-disabled version of DCA++ on A64FX has nearly ∼40× higher VEC_INC,
2× higher TOT_CYC, and 1.2× higher FP_INS than the SVE vectorization version, where VEC_INC is vector/SIMD instructions, TOT_CYC is total cycles, and
FP_INC is floating point instructions. The authors noticed that by using the optimized libraries, the application uses less vector and floating point SVE instructions.
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Because SVE has wider 512 bit width, fewer vector instructions are needed in the
computation than NEON, which has 128 bit width. Also, the SVE has a more powerful instruction set that uses fewer instructions for the same operation.
2. The L2_DCM (L2 data cache misses) does not change with the SVE optimized version because the SVE optimization does not impact overall memory access patterns.
Access to HBM2 remained constant in both versions.
3. Using SVE vectorization on DCA++ shifts timing percentages between accumulator
and walker in overall program execution. To perform efficient matrix-related operations, the implementation of walker extensively uses DGEMM routines, which are
provided by the scientific libraries. The timing percentage of walker is 62.15% with
the SVE-disabled version of DCA++ in overall program execution and is reduced to
40.14% with the SVE vectorization version. The percentage reduction of walker is
similar to the percentage reduction of scientific libraries observed in Fig. 4.2.
The results show that to further improve the DCA++ application, the focus must be on
tuning the application source code, particularly the accumulator code, to determine which
loops need further optimization and which were successfully vectorized by the compiler.
This requires significant interaction with the LLVM tools to understand the application
hot spots and the opportunities for SVE optimizations.
4.3.

An LLVM Tool Methodology to Generate Efficient Vectorization

A64FX performance is highly dependent on how well the source can be mapped to SVE
instructions. It is important to determine which application loops are not being vectorized
and their impact on the application’s overall performance. The ARM C/C++ compiler is
based on the LLVM/Clang compiler, which is also the basis for the authors’ exploration
and automation toward vectorizing the most important loops in an application.
Like most modern compilers, LLVM/Clang and its derivatives support profile guided
optimization (PGO). The idea is that the compiler inserts profiling instructions into the
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target binary to collect information when the application is run. During application shutdown, profiling information is stored on the disk for later use. When the application is
recompiled in the future, the collected profiling information is used to drive heuristics (e.g.,
to determine a suitable unroll count for loops). Such profiling also allows the compiler to
approximate how much time was spent in a certain portion of code, also referred to as
code hotness. The latter makes PGO especially interesting to filter optimization remarks
because it allows users to only view remarks emitted for hot code regions. Thus, with PGO,
users can be guided toward the loops that would benefit the most from vectorization and
avoid overloading them with a plethora of uninteresting remarks.
The authors manually analyzed several loops in the DCA++ application by using
the aforementioned method described to determine what was hindering loop vectorization.
Some loops required a simple change in vectorization flags, and others required user intervention (e.g., vectorization directives, such as OpenMP SIMD) to assist the compiler.
The authors also identified loops that required transformations to make the vectorization
more efficient. The following sections present a brief discussion for four hot loops that the
compiler was unable to vectorize without user intervention.
4.3.1.

OpenMP SIMD

When optimizing any loops, the compiler’s vectorization pass must preserve the semantics of the original source code. This usually requires static analyses to verify that the
transformation is legal. However, it is not uncommon for a transformation to be correct but
unable to be statically verified by the compiler. Since OpenMP 4.0, OpenMP has added
support for the SIMD directive, which provides a cross-platform method for statically asserting information about the program’s semantics to the compiler’s vectorization pass [46].
In DCA++, various loops require additional information to be successfully vectorized.
Figure 4.4 shows a classical reduction loop. Because x_val is a floating point value, any
reordering of the iterations (e.g., as part of vectorization) would break strict Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) floating point compliance and might introduce
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errors in the result. By default, LLVM/Clang will not vectorize the loop but will instead
emit a remark (lower part) that explains how ffast-math or vectorization pragmas can be
used to overwrite the IEEE floating point semantics. The Clang pragmas are a less featurerich variant of the cross-platform OpenMP SIMD directives, but both explicitly tell the
compiler to allow vector execution for a loop. In the OpenMP variant, users should make
the parallel reduction explicit. Additionally, the authors used the aligned clause to pass
alignment information to the compiler, which can lead to improved performance due to
specialized memory instructions.
1
2
3

#pragma omp simd reduction(−:x_val) aligned(x_val, G_ptr : 64)
for (int i = 0; i < j; i++)
x_val −= x_ptr[i] ∗ G_ptr[i];
remark: loop not vectorized : cannot prove it is safe to reorder floating −point operations; allow
reordering by specifying ’#pragma clang loop vectorize(enable)’ before the loop or by providing the
compiler option ’− ffast −math’

Figure 4.4. A loop performing a parallel reduction that is not vectorized automatically.
In line 6 of Figure 4.5, there is a noncontinuous memory load—a gather. ARM’s SVE
supports fast gathering operations; however, the compiler cannot vectorize this loop without
manual intervention because the accessed arrays M_ij_, M, config_left_, and config_right_
might alias and hence overlap. In these situations, the compiler is often able to version the
loop and generate a vectorized variant guarded by a run time alias check to verify that the
accessed ranges of the arrays do not overlap at run time. However, the support for such
run time alias checks in LLVM/Clang is limited to the case in which the accessed bounds
are known statically [47]. Because the index into the M array is based on the values loaded
from the configuration arrays, the access range cannot be bound statically. The compiler
remark shown below the loop nest summarizes this discussion in a way that is difficult or
impossible for application developers to understand. Using OpenMP SIMD effectively tells
the compiler that there are no overlapping accesses, allowing the loop to be vectorized.
Care must be taken to ensure that no aliasing actually occurs, otherwise this will result in
incorrect results.
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1 for (int j = start_index_right_[orb_j]; j < end_index_right_[orb_j]; ++j) {
2
const int out_j = j − start_index_right_[orb_j];
3
#pragma omp simd
4
for (int i = start_index_left_[orb_i]; i < end_index_left_[orb_i]; ++i) {
5
const int out_i = i − start_index_left_[orb_i];
6
M_ij_(out_i, out_j) = M(config_left_[i].idx, config_right_[j].idx);
7
}
8 }
remark: loop not vectorized : Unknown array bounds

Figure 4.5. A loop performing a memory gather that requires OpenMP SIMD to be vectorized by the ARM compiler.
4.3.2.

Using the Correct Compiler Flags

Some loops require additional compiler flags to be vectorized. The code shown in Figure 4.6 has two run time calls, line 5 and 6, which prevent the compiler from automatically
vectorizing it. A function call usually requires an explicit vector version of the function
and compiler support to allow vectorized execution. The ARM compiler provides an optimized math library that includes vector variants of common math functions. Users must
explicitly enable such a vector library because it will disturb the precision of the result,
similar to the floating point reordering. The ARM compiler provides the fsimdmath option
to use its performance libraries, whereas standard Clang requires fveclib to be set to the
desired vectorized library. ffast-math or fno-math-errno will allow the compiler to execute
the loop out of order, but no vectorized math library is used. This means that the vector
lanes are effectively unpacked before the call, and the math function is executed once per
vector lane.
Another issue is that the application uses a custom matrix class that performs bounds
checking by using assertions in the overloaded access operators. Although assertions are
a good software engineering practice, their “complex” semantics must be preserved by the
compiler. The problem is that no code is executed after a violated assertion. Thus, if assertions are enabled and present in a loop, the compiler must verify that the assertion cannot
trigger to execute any side effects succeeding the assertion (e.g., from the next iteration).
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To disable assertions completely, NDEBUG can be defined during compilation; however
this will cause a tension between “debug” and “release” builds that is often not desirable.
For developers to identify issues that stem from assertions and other errors in handling
code, the authors added a new remark to the LLVM vectorizer, which is shown below the
code. For these experiments, the authors disabled assertions, provided a vectorized math
library, and added OpenMP SIMD to allow vectorization, even in the presence of possibly
aliasing accesses.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

for (int j = 0; j < n_v; ++j) {
#pragma omp simd
for (int i = 0; i < n_w; ++i) {
const ScalarType x = configuration[j].get_tau() ∗ w_[i];
T_[0](i, j ) = std::cos(x);
T_[1](i, j ) = std:: sin(x);
}
}
remark: loop not vectorized : loop exit block contains control flow that does not return
remark: loop not vectorized : library call cannot be vectorized. Try compiling with
−fno−math−errno, −ffast−math, or similar flags

Figure 4.6. A code block using the math library functions cos and sin.
4.3.3.

Loop Transformations

The loop in Fig. 4.7 contains gathers from memory at lines 11 and 18. More importantly, the code uses a column-major layout for all its matrices while this loop iterates
across a row. This will require expensive scattering operations to distribute the stores to
discontinuous memory addresses. This loop can be transformed to better exploit SIMD
parallelism. Each iteration of this loop is independent, and the matrices are guaranteed to
be square in the code, so this loop can safely be transposed to improve memory accesses.
This transformation will also improve performance without vectorizing the loop.
This loop contains conditional expressions that must be transformed into masks to be
vectorized. This requires calculating the result of each branch and conditionally moving it
into the final register by using a mask. In this case, the true condition of the loop at line 6
is much more computationally expensive than the false condition. If the result was not
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for (int i = 0; i < Gamma.Rows(); i++) {
for (int j = 0; j < Gamma.Cols(); j++) {
int spin_idx_i = random_vertex_vector[i];
int spin_idx_j = random_vertex_vector[j];

}

}

if (spin_idx_j < vertex_index) {
Real delta = (spin_idx_i == spin_idx_j)
? 1.
: 0.;
Real N_ij = N(spin_idx_i, spin_idx_j);
Gamma(i, j) =
(N_ij ∗ exp_V[j] − delta) /
(exp_V[j] − 1.);
} else
Gamma(i, j) = G_precomputed(
spin_idx_i,
spin_idx_j − vertex_index);
if ( i == j) {
Real gamma_k = exp_delta_V[j];
Gamma(i, j) −=
(gamma_k) / (gamma_k − 1.);
}

for (int j = 0; j < Gamma.Cols(); j++) {
#pragma omp simd
for (int i = 0; i < Gamma.Rows(); i++) {
int spin_idx_i = random_vertex_vector[i];
int spin_idx_j = random_vertex_vector[j];

}

}

if (spin_idx_j < vertex_index) {
Real delta = (spin_idx_i == spin_idx_j)
? 1.
: 0.;
Real N_ij = N(spin_idx_i, spin_idx_j);
Gamma(i, j) =
(N_ij ∗ exp_V[j] − delta) /
(exp_V[j] − 1.);
} else
Gamma(i, j) = G_precomputed(
spin_idx_i,
spin_idx_j − vertex_index);

Real gamma_k = exp_delta_V[j];
Gamma(j, j) −=
(gamma_k) / (gamma_k − 1.);

remark: loop not vectorized : control flow cannot be substituted for a select
remark: loop not vectorized : cannot identify array bounds

Figure 4.7. A loop requiring a source transformation and OpenMP SIMD (left) and its
transformed version (right).
needed, then this will be calculated at each iteration of the loop, only to be thrown away.
This problem is even worse for the final update across the diagonal at line 17, which will
only be needed once every iteration of the inner loop but calculated every iteration. This
conditional update can be hoisted from the loop to improve performance significantly.
Another issue is the division at line 14. This could cause a division-by-zero error that
can block vectorization if regular error handling semantics are maintained. This can be
disabled with fast math, but in some cases, the compiler is able to vectorize it by using
masked division instructions. This would be a good application of the assume directive
added in OpenMP 5.1 to assert to the compiler that the division will never cause an error.
4.3.4.

Results

The overall impact of these transformations is shown in Fig. 4.8, which shows a significant speedup in most cases. The loop in Fig. 4.6 had the largest improvement when using
ARM’s vector math support. The reduction loop in Fig. 4.4 yielded no improvement. Upon
further investigation, this was because the loop’s trip count was very small in the average
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Figure 4.8. The loops in Figs. 4.6, 4.5, 4.7, and 4.4, respectively, before and after the barriers
to SVE execution were remedied. Performance is measured as the total time spent by all
the threads in a run using 24 accumulators/walker threads over 100, 000 measurements.
case, so the majority of the time was spent doing the final reduction, and work was rarely
done in parallel. The other loops saw reasonable improvements, but their performance was
limited by the gathering instructions required to vectorize them.
4.4.

Automating the Process: The OpenMP Advisor

It is unrealistic but unfortunately still common practice to optimize code and add support for new platforms and features by manually inspecting and modifying the application.
Given the increasing complexity when it comes to hardware and the requirement to support
multiple heterogeneous platforms simultaneously, the authors must rethink their software
engineering practices to ensure that the code is not only correct but also performant and
portable. To automate this manual process and boost programmers’ productivity, the authors began developing the OpenMP Advisor. Based on the portable OpenMP directive
language, we hope to evolve the OpenMP Advisor over time into a valuable software engineering tool by using and extending LLVM capabilities. During the porting effort of the
DCA++ application described here, the authors experienced various issues that require
interpretation to derive actionable advice. Using their experience, the authors began automating the parts of the process and improving the compiler remarks that were missing
or misleading. As a result, the OpenMP Advisor the authors develop as part of the LLVM
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compiler framework will use optimization remarks from multiple optimization passes to
report the most performance-critical problems in the code based on the available profiling
data.
4.5.

Related Work

There are several other tools that analyze source code or provide support for parallelization
but with limited support that automatically inserts SIMD directives in the code. These
include: CAPO [48] for automatic OpenMP work-sharing directives generation, which supports Fortran 77 and some F90 extensions; Appentra’s Parallware [49], which focuses on
parallelizing C/C++ applications by using OpenMP and OpenACC for multicores and accelerators; and Cray Reveal [50], which helps autoscope OpenMP variables and generate
OpenMP work-sharing for Fortran and C/C++ for multicore and accelerators. Intel Inspector focuses on OpenMP semantic checking for data race detection. Foresys [51] and
the Dragon Analysis tool [52] are legacy tools that supported the maintenance of Fortran
code and help with parallelization with OpenMP.
4.6.

Conclusions

Porting the DCA++ application to the A64FX processor requires the use of optimized scientific libraries and vectorizing the application hot spots. This process can be overwhelming
to users, and tools are needed to automate this process. This work shows that by using
LLVM tools, users can easily detect hot spots, determine why loops are not vectorized, and
correct the issues by applying the correct compiler flags, transforming the code, or applying
OpenMP directives.
Currently, authors are working an OpenMP Advisor tool that is built on top of existing and newly introduced LLVM tooling to automate this process. Ultimately, the authors
want to enable application developers to navigate and handle compiler-generated information productively. Optimization reports should pinpoint important opportunities to tune
the code (e.g., non-vectorized loops) and simultaneously provide sufficient information and
suggestions to allow informed decisions without elaborate studies of compiler and program54

ming language theory. The authors believe that tools can recommend portable annotations,
such as OpenMP SIMD directives, when they inform users about the requirements for correctness. Furthermore, compiler analysis and optimizations can directly target the recently
proposed OpenMP assume directive to request user feedback. In other words, OpenMP assume directives and the authors’ implementation in the LLVM compiler will enable analyses
and transformations to request high-level information from users naturally. The OpenMP
Advisor will improve communication in the other direction to present users with important
requests and remarks, together with information and examples that translate “compiler
language” to “application language.”
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Chapter 5. Conclusions
This dissertation presented research on the performance optimization of parallel and concurrent applications based on the asynchronous many-task runtime system HPX. We used
DCA++ (Dynamical Cluster Approximation), a real-world and highly scalable HPX application, in our study. Chapter 2 provided a study of adding HPX threading backend in
DCA++ by constructing a threading abstraction layer and analyzed performance across
various architectures. Chapter 3 investigated the design and implementation of ring-based
GPU RDMA algorithms for solving memory-bound challenges of QMC solver. Chapter
4 studied porting and evaluating performance of HPX-backed QMC application in Arm
A64fx using LLVM-based tools.
5.1.

Contributions

This dissertation presented the following contributions:
1. Ported DCA++ to various HPC architectures (POWER9, x86_64, Arm A64fx).
2. Implemented the HPX threading model for on-node parallelization in DCA++.
3. Profiled DCA++ using performance measurement library APEX, integrated with
HPX.
4. Collaborated with APEX performance observation tool team members, providing
feedback and driving research
5. Worked with DCA++ domain science application developers driving their new complex science problems with enhanced optimizations.
6. The memory consumption in a QMC solver application was reduced to store a much
larger kernel array across multi-GPUs. This significant contribution enables physicists
to evaluate larger scientific problem sizes and compute the full kernel array in a single
computation, which significantly increases the accuracy/fidelity of the simulation of
a certain material.
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7. A ring abstraction layer was designed that updates the large distributed kernel array. The ring algorithm was further improved by adding sub-ring communicator and
multi-threaded communication to reduce communication overhead and expose more
concurrency, respectively.
8. The ring abstraction layer was implemented on top of NVIDIA GPUDirect remote
direct memory access (RDMA) for fast device memory transfer.
9. The Autonomic Performance Environment for Exascale (APEX) performance measurement library was extended to support the use case, driving tool development and
research.
10. Presented a methodology for using LLVM-based tools to tune an application to generate efficient SIMD instructions that target the new ARM A64FX processor, as well
as describes what is required to achieve good performance.
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for the ring algorithm implementation. The memory analysis on
the ring algorithm shows that the allocation size for the authors’
most memory-intensive data structure per GPU is now reduced
to 1/p of the original size, where p is the number of GPUs in the
ring communicator. The communication analysis suggests that the
distributed Quantum Monte Carlo execution time grows linearly as
sub-ring size increases, and the cost of messages passing through
the network interface connector could be a limiting factor.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Dynamical Cluster Approximation (DCA++)∗ is a high-performance
research software application [2, 3, 6, 10] that provides a modern C++ implementation to solve quantum many-body problems.
DCA++ implements a quantum cluster method with a Quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) kernel for modeling strongly correlated electron systems. The DCA++ software currently uses three di�erent programming models—message passing interface (MPI), Compute Uni�ed Device Architecture (CUDA), and High Performance
ParalleX (HPX)/C++ threading—together with three numerical
libraries—Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS), Linear Algebra Package (LAPACK), and Matrix Algebra on GPU (MAGMA)—to
expose the parallel computation.
In the QMC kernel [1], the two-particle Green’s function (G t ) is
needed for computing important fundamental quantities, such as
the critical temperature (Tc ), for superconductivity. In other words,
a larger G t allows condensed matter physicists to explore larger
and more complex (i.e., higher �delity) physics cases. DCA++ currently stores G t in a single GPU device. However, this limits the
largest G t that can be processed within one GPU. A new approach
for partitioning the large G t across the multiple GPUs can significantly increase scientists’ capabilities to explore higher �delity
simulations. This paper focuses on how the memory-bound issue
in DCA++ was successfully addressed by proposing an e�ective
“all-to-all” communication method—a ring algorithm—to update the
distributed G t device array.

1.1

Contributions

The primary contributions of this work are outlined as follows.
∗ DCA++

is available at https://github.com/CompFUSE/DCA
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